ERADI-LITE®
DECORATING

GRAPHIC APPLICATION OF ERADI-LITE®
The eradication process allows for an easy, economical way to produce
beautifully decorated sign faces or awnings. Eradi-Lite® eradicates easily,
yet is extremely durable in both the eradicated and non-eradicated
areas, creating a brilliant look on your end product for years to come.
The eradication method of decoration allows numerous possibilities of graphic
designs. Several methods of decorating the eradicated areas are possible
to allow the creation of brilliant colors and designs. High-performance
pressure-sensitive graphics, heat transfer, or vinyl inks (hand-painted, screenprinted, or spray-painted) will all work extremely well on Eradi-Lite®.

THE ERADICATION PROCESS . . . 3 EASY STEPS:
1. Begin in a well-ventilated area. Using a high-performance
mask, apply a pre-cut stencil of the desired graphics onto
Eradi-Lite®. Ensure that the mask has adhered securely to the
substrate. (It is recommended that you test the mask on a spare
piece of Eradi-Lite® to ensure that it works effectively.)
2. Moisten a clean, soft white cloth with Eradication Fluid. Carefully wipe
the masked area with the cloth. Wipe away from the corners until all
color is removed from the graphic area. Do not allow fluid to pool or
lay on the fabric for very long as it could cause the mask adhesive to
lift up, damage the graphics, or cause the eradicated area to yellow
which, in turn, voids the warranty. Also, do not use solvents to eradicate
as they cause premature yellowing and also void the warranty.
3. Carefully remove the mask after wiping the area clean to reveal
the graphic image. Then apply additional graphics as needed.
It is also recommended that the mask be wiped with isopropyl
alcohol to remove and/or neutralize any remaining eradication
fluid. Please allow 15 to 30 minutes for the eradication fluid to
completely evaporate and dry before applying adhesive graphics.
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